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Abstract
The first rule of any technology used in a business is that automation ap-
plied to any operation will magnify the efficiency. The second is that au-
tomation applied to an inefficient operation will magnify the inefficiency.
HDMI (High-Definition Multimedia Interface) is a leading technology in au-
dio/video interface for transmitting uncompressed digital multimedia data.
The limelight of this project is to automate the test procedure involved for
testing HDMI-RX by using developed or customized software tools (Jenk-
ins, python scripts,..etc.) targeting to reduce engineering manpower effort.
The focus is not only on reducing the testing time but also to maintain
an effective record of the final design parameters and ensuring exact result
reproducibility. The testing of hardware components involves proceeding
through several steps based on design parameters, evaluating results, and
storing records to a File.
Keywords
HDMI,automate,testing,Jenkins, Python HDMI-RX-software tools-testing
time-result reproducibility-design parameters, evaluating results-File
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The major semiconductor industry with most evident growth are audio and
video devices starting from mobile phones to Television. Advances in semi-
conductor technology are extremely fast, and with new development periodi-
cally, along with constant growth the companies focused on lower production
cost with minimal time consumption between development and start of pro-
duction.This will initiate new protocols, more complex designs and adopting
faster to technological changes. HDMI is one of the important interface for
modern digital media with new updates ranging from High Definition to 8K
video handling capability and it will still update with more resolutions.The
crucial process to adopt these fast growth and changes is test automation.
Synopsys is one of the leading provider of high-quality, silicon-proven IP
solutions for SoC designs. The broad DesignWare IP portfolio includes logic
libraries, embedded memories, embedded test, analog IP, wired and wireless
interface IP, security IP, embedded processors and subsystems.
1.1 Thesis Context
The projects reported in this document were developed in full collabora-
tion with Synopsys as part of the Tese/Disseration (TEDI) course of the
1
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Electrical and Computer Engineering Masters Degree lectured at Instituto
Superior de Engenharia do Porto (ISEP). The work proposed by Synopsys
is to automate the total test process for HDMI IP solutions. As the digi-
tal designs get more and more complex, the possibility of the existence of
hardware bugs or defects increases. In this way, and because the produc-
tion of the designs to real silicon is a very expensive process, companies
like Synopsys prototype and test the circuits in Field Programmable Gate
Arrays (FPGA) systems before producing or selling the design to a client.
To perform these, Synopsys has a team (IP Prototyping Kits [IPK] team)
that integrate the IP in larger designs and tests it in real world applications.
Synopsys HDMI Transmitter (TX) and Receiver (RX) IP is one of the so-
lutions and provide the necessary logic to implement and verify designs for
various consumer electronic applications. The complete HDMI IP solutions
consisting of digital controllers, PHYs and verification IP as well as IP Pro-
totyping Kits with associated software and drivers, enable SoC designers
to accelerate time-to-market and lower IP integration risk. The aim is to
avoid manual stress and lengthy process to verify images and audio before
releasing new HDMI IP solutions.
2
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1.2 Objectives
Synopsys is developing various interface IP protocols and the focus of this
project is to make test easier for the complex protocol which is HDMI be-
cause in order to automate it needs video and image processing, as it is the
cutting edge technology in terms of Displays the automation must be done
in an most efficient way.There are several steps taken to progress
• Study various automation techniques using Jenkins
• Document the changes needed to the existing design
• Methods to implement audio and video comparison
• Implement and Run tests
• Log and save results
1.3 Document Structure
To better understand the structure of this document, this section is used as
a guideline to the content of the following chapters:
• Technology Overview - States the existing Display and video tech-
nologies.Informs about questions such as: What is HDMI? What does
it stand for? What are the new features from HDMI? How tests have
been done for HDMI? what is Quantum Manager? Peripherals? In
short, it provides a state of the art for the subjects covered in this
thesis;
• Specifications - although the HDMI protocol is mentioned on the
previous chapter (Technology Overview) this chapter details the justi-
fication various software’s and tools selected for this automation pro-
cess and how it is used in a low level implementation;
3
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• Project Flow - Informs how an HDMI Rx IP Prototyping Kit is
structured in Synopsys and explained about HDMI IP prototyping
using FPGA ?
• Project Development - this chapter states the project developments
regarding this thesis in detail, keeping Synopsys, their clients and
HDMI Alliance confidential issues protected;
• Conclusion and Future Work - Sums up the work done, what we
achieved from this automation? How to improve this process further?




Display technology is evolving at an impressive rate with LCD and flat panel
technologies gaining an increasing market share over traditional CRT display
application. Prior to new modern interfaces display technology was more
straightforward where VGA was the authoritative standard in big business
PCs. And keeping in mind that screens were smaller, CRT were massive
and the quality was not on a par with it is today, the interface choices
were substantially more direct. Today, interface alternatives incorporate
DVI, HDMI and DisplayPort, and also the waiting accessibility of VGA to
empower similarity with more established, inheritance equipment. The quick
spreading of 4K-screens requests more noteworthy video transfer speed for
greatest execution than that which can be provided through contemporary
HDMI. Accomplishing 4K resolutions at anything past a 60-Hz refreshing
rate now requires DisplayPort. Worth noting, however, is that becoming
tied up with the innovation is a long haul venture, in light of the fact that
DisplayPort takes into consideration for numerous 4K showcases, or future
building for 5K and 8K resolutions. HDMI has been specified to consent
to an advancing arrangement in detail , each released as an alternate form
and appointed a variant number. This section clarifies the development of
HDMI innovation and the testing of HDMI.
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In everything electronic, progress advancement conveys the appreciated
advantages of endless change. DisplayPort was relatively revolutionary and
confronted firm rivalry from HDMI in top notch digital gadgets. Display
interfaces are no exception. A little more than ten years back the incorpora-
tion of sound and video, following on rapid move from simple to advanced,
upset the nature of video yield. Also, alongside the clarity of top notch
screens and the simplicity of incorporated sound came new interface models
and a large group of new connectors and links [1].
2.1 HDMI
The High Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI) is a wired advanced in-
terconnect that replaces the simple TV out or VGA out. There are many
advantages to utilize HDMI for displays. Fundamentally, it runs quick at
1080p, with a rate of around 150 Megapixels/second. Consider, by differen-
tiate, what the communicate world did when it expected to course advanced
video from point to point. The outcome was HD-SDI, top notch serial com-
puterized interface. One coaxial link can route a HD-SDI flag several feet
without blunders, with no repeater equipment or EQs in the line. Had the
consumer business decided on a coaxial-based standard, we had have the
capacity to do likewise in our homes. As a matter of fact, few of us have to
make 300-foot runs; yet the capacity to run 300 feet without issues would be
joined by strong conviction of having the capacity to do 50, or 75, in a HDMI
link with no stress at all. The following section portrays the advancement
and refresh of HDMI technology[2].
HDMI transmits scrambled uncompressed advanced video and sound infor-
mation (utilizing TMDS like DVI), it bolsters DDC for display distinguishing
proof and ability promotion. Additionally, it presents various new advances,
which are possibly developed from a security perspective[3]. These include:
6
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• CEC – Consumer Electronics Control
• HDCP - High-bandwidth Digital Content Protection
• HEC – HDMI Ethernet Channel
2.1.1 Audio ,Video and Image inputs of HDMI
Many A/V receivers contain digital processors that can take analog video
signals, from a VHS or DVD player, and convert them to HMDI. This makes
it possible to use just one HDMI cable, connected from the receiver to a TV,
for all video processing. Figure 2.1 explains the IP core inside HDMI.
Figure 2.1: HDMI IP core [3]
• Pin 1 - TMDS Data2+
• Pin 2 - TMDS Data2 Shield
• Pin 3 - TMDS Data2-
• Pin 4 - TMDS Data1+
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• Pin 5 - TMDS Data1 Shield
• Pin 6 - TMDS Data1-
• Pin 7 - TMDS Data0+
• Pin 8 - TMDS Data0 Shield
• Pin 9 - TMDS Data0-
• Pin 10 - TMDS Clock+
• Pin 11 - TMDS Clock Shield
• Pin 12 - TMDS Clock-
• Pin 13 - CEC
• Pin 14 - Reserved (HDMI 1.0–1.3c) Utility/HEAC+ (HDMI 1.4+, op-
tional, HDMI Ethernet Channel and Audio Return Channel)
• Pin 15 - SCL (I2C serial clock for DDC)
• Pin 16 - SDA (I2C serial data for DDC)
• Pin 17 - Ground (for DDC, CEC, ARC, and HEC)
• Pin 18 - +5 V (minimum 0.055 A)[3]
• Pin 19 - Hot Plug Detect (all versions) HEAC- (HDMI 1.4+, optional,
HDMI Ethernet Channel and Audio Return Channel)
2.1.2 HDMI Versions
. HDMI versions and specifications [4] are stated and explained in the
following subsections and in Figure 2.2.
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HDMI 1.0
Release date: December 2002
Specs:
• Single-cable digital audio/video connection with a maximum bitrate
of 4.9Gbps
• Supports up to 165Mpixels/sec video (1080p at 60Hz or UXGA)
• 8-channels of 192kHz/24-bit audio (PCM)
• Added support for DVD Audio
• Slight mechanical and electrical spec changes
HDMI 1.1
Release date: May 2004
Specs:
• Single-cable digital audio/video connection with a maximum bitrate
of 4.9Gbps
• Supports up to 165Mpixels/sec video (1080p at 60Hz or UXGA)
• 8-channels of 192kHz/24-bit audio (PCM)
• Added support for DVD Audio
• Slight mechanical and electrical spec changes
HDMI 1.2
Release date: August 2005
Specs:
9
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Figure 2.2: HDMI Evolution’s [4]
• Added DSD (Direct Stream Digital) support, allowing native trans-
mission of Super Audio CD (SACD) content at up to 8 channels
• Enabled and acknowledged an HDMI Type A connector for PC-based
sources
• Permitted PC sources to use native RGB color-space with the optional
ability to also support the YCbCr color space for consumer electronics
applications
• Mandated that HDMI 1.2 and later displays support low-voltage sources
such as those found with PCI Express technology (the current display
interface standard for PC video cards)
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HDMI 1.2a
Release date: December 2005
Specs:
Fully specified Consumer Electronic Control (CEC) features, command
sets, and compliance tests Minor changes to CEC (Consumer Electronic
Control) spec
HDMI 1.3
Release date: June 2006
Specs:
• Increased single-link bandwidth to 340 MHz (10.2 Gbps)
• Optionally supports 10-bit, 12-bit, and 16-bit ”Deep Color” per chan-
nel (over one billion colors) up from 8-bit
• Allowed the use of xvYCC color space (previously just sRGB or YCbCr)
• Incorporated automatic audio ”lip” syncing capability
• Supported output of native Dolby TrueHD and DTS-HD Master Audio
streams for external decoding by AV receivers
• Made available a new Type C ”mini” connector for devices such as
camcorders
• Added gamut Metadata transmission capability
• Added Reference Cable Equalizer mandate to high frequency displays
to recapture degraded copper cable signal
HDMI 1.4
Release Date: May 2009
Specs:
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• Ethernet over HDMI: Adds support for ethernet over HDMI for con-
nected devices
• Audio Return Channel: Allows an HDMI-connected TV with a built-
in tuner to send audio data ”upstream” to a surround audio system,
eliminating the need for a separate audio cable
• 3D Support: Defines input/output protocols for major 3D video for-
mats, paving the way for true 3D gaming and 3D home theater appli-
cations
• Support for 4K x 2K resolution (3840 x 2160) at 24Hz, 25Hz, and 30Hz
and 4096 x 2160 at 24Hz
• Real-time signaling of content types between display and source de-
vices enables a TV to optimize picture settings based on content type
• Additional Color Spaces: Adds support for sYCC601, AdobeRGB, and
AdobeYCC601, which are used in digital photography and computer
graphics
• HDMI Micro Connector: A new, smaller connector for phones and
other portable devices, supporting video resolutions up to 1080p.
• Automotive Connection System: New cables and connectors for au-
tomotive video systems, designed to meet the unique demands of the
motoring environment
HDMI 2.0
Release Date: September 2013
Specs:
• Increases bandwidth to 18Gbps
12
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• Resolutions up to 4K@50/60 (2160p), (4 times the clarity of 1080p/60
video resolution)
• Up to 32 audio channels
• Up to 1536kHz audio sample frequency
• Simultaneous delivery of dual video streams to multiple users on the
same screen
• Simultaneous delivery of multi-stream audio to multiple users (Up to
4)
• Support for the wide angle theatrical 21:9 video aspect ratio
• Dynamic synchronization of video and audio streams
• Updated CEC extensions for more expanded command and control of
consumer electronics devices through a single control point
• Support for 4:2:0 chroma subsampling
• Support for 25 fps 3D formats
• Backward compatible with high speed (category 2) HDMI cables
HDMI 2.1
Release Date: Q2 2017
Specs:
• Higher Video Resolutions support a range of higher resolutions and
faster refresh rates including 8K60Hz and 4K120Hz for immersive
viewing and smooth fast-action detail
• Dynamic HDR ensures every moment of a video is displayed at its ideal
values for depth, detail, brightness, contrast, and wider color gamuts
— on a scene-by-scene or even a frame-by-frame basis
13
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• 48G cables enable up to 48Gbps bandwidth for uncompressed HDMI
2.1 feature support including 8K video with HDR. The cable is back-
wards compatible with earlier versions of the HDMI Specification and
can be used with existing HDMI devices
• eARC supports the most advanced audio formats such as object-based
audio, and enables advanced audio signal control capabilities including
device auto-detect
• Game Mode VRR features variable refresh rate, which enables a 3D
graphics processor to display the image at the moment it is rendered
for more fluid and better detailed gameplay, and for reducing lag,
stutter, and frame tearing
2.1.3 Testing HDMI
Testing HDMI assumes a critical part in the Electronics Industry. Before
mass delivering or conveying any Licensed Product or segment that cases
compliance with the HDMI Specification, every IP must undergo a test for
HDMI compliance. Regardless of the many points of interest offered by
new releases, it is additionally critical to stretch that HDMI 1.4b is a long
way from outdated. HDMI later forms are completely down gradable with
HDMI 1.4b and utilizes a similar 19-stick connectors. Higher velocities, for
example, 4K at 50/60Hz require a Cat2 HDMI link. Furthermore, to guar-
antee in backward compatibility, the HDMI Forum is requiring that HDMI
2.0 items must pass HDMI 1.4b compliance testing. First, the IP must
be individually tested as indicated in the then-current HDMI Compliance
Test Specification. The HDMI Compliance Test Specification gives a suite
of testing strategies, and builds up certain base necessities determining how
each HDMI IP manufacturer should test Licensed Products for conformance
to the HDMI Specification. Such compliance testing is constrained to as-
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sessment of an item’s congruity with the HDMI Specification and is not
intended to demonstrate the general execution of any Licensed Product[5].
An sample test of first generation display under classification of autho-
rized item subject to test here under(i.e., Source,sink, Repeater and link)
must be tried at an ATC(Authorized Testing Centers)prior to large scale
manufacturing or dispersion if such item asserts conformance to the High
Definition Multimedia Interfaces or bears any IP trademarks. Once an IP
result of each sort has passed testing, it is not expected to agree to the ATC
consequent results of that sort. For instance, once an IP’s TV has passed
ATC testing, it is not required to present another TV or other show to ATC
testing. By and by, to help guarantee HDMI interoperability, we urge IPs
to utilize the ATCs.
In Synopsys such IP is tested on their own facility before prior submission
to ATC so that the IP can compare its own results with the ones from ATC.
This will assist in evaluating its ability to perform proper self-testing of sub-
sequent production Models. Synopsys use Quantum Manager to test HDMI
internally[6]. The Quantum Manager was used in HDMI in order to com-
pare the data and analyse the results. The detail description of Quantum
Manager is explained in next section.
2.1.4 Quantum Manager
Quantum Manager gives full visibility into the HDMI protocol, timing, con-
trol and auxiliary data up to 300MHz (HDMI).It can provide compliance
test support from HDMI1.4 to advanced HDMI versions(of HDMI 2.0 4K
Ultra HD sources at 50/60Hz).The Quantum 980 analyzer can be connect
through GUI from any PC with ssh connection support. The Quantum 980
test instruments are not expected to provide solutions for the protocol it
give only the test analysis and results[7]. The Analyser may be controlled
through its own Graphical User Interface (GUI) or remotely, through a PC-
15
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based GUI. The 980’s worked in shading touch screen offers a graphical UI
(GUI) to order the module and run the compliance tests.
The 980 Protocol Analyzer module operates in one of two modes: Capture
mode or Real Time mode. Capture Mode - In Capture mode, it is able to
capture and decode either unencrypted or HDCP-encrypted HDMI proto-
col. It supports and displays timing, control and subordinate test data of
HDMI protocol or HDMI IP. The captured data can be shown directly in
GUI interface to analyse further. The captured data also have information
of protocol and control, with exact time stamps. The timestamps can be
used to determine interoperability issues ahead of schedule in the lifetime
cycle.The data to be viewed can be readily available in manufactures web-
site.
Real Time Mode – As the name indicates it provide the information on real
time basis.The information like control,timing data , the HDCP and EDID
exchanges would all be able to be seen in real time.It watch changes in the
source and display it on GUI. The 980’s worked in 10.4-inch shading touch
screen offers a graphical UI (GUI) to ace the device and to see approaching
video in real time mode. In test automation the image analysis can be done
by using these modes.The captured image can be stored in local and send
for image processing. The picture caught can be looked at utilizing python
by comparing each pixel by using specific python tool.
2.1.5 980 User Interface
The 980 Protocol Analyzer module gives a graphical User Interface to oper-
ation. The GUI can be controlled either by internal embedded GU Manager
or by External GU Interface. The latest version of 980 have full support to
external GUI interface. For automation reason the External GUI is excep-
tionally appropriate to run the compliance test as it is controlled effortlessly
by windows automation.
16
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2.1.6 External 980 GUI Manager
The external 980 GUI Manager gives full control of 980 analyser. Addi-
tionally the external 980 GUI Manager empowers to work the 980 HDMI
Protocol Analyzer through a large interface which enables to utilize differ-
ent boards at the same time[8]. Figure 2.3 demonstrates the External GUI
Manager
Figure 2.3: External GUI Manager.[8]
2.2 Quantum Manager for compliance testing
In order to verify HDMI protocol the compliance tests before sending to
ATC it can be tested internally by 980 HDMI Protocol Analyzer module.It
gives further examination and compliance test highlights which is important
to process number of tests rapidly and with reduced cost[8]. In HDMI
the compliance test is picked with predefined information to execute the
compliance test prepare. This incorporates HDMI 2.0 compliance tests for
EDIDs on sink and 4:2:0 pixel encoding of source and sink gadgets. The
compliance tests are perfect for pre-testing your item before sending to an
Authorized Test Centers (ATC) for endorsement. Pre-testing gives included
17
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certainty that your item will delay on the principal passage to the ATC.
Where allowed, the 980 HDMI Protocol Analyzer can perform individual
test for HDMI item. Self-testing offers much greater advantages from time
to market and cost decrease than pre-testing. The apparatus gives all the
fundamental information test results to demonstrate similarity. The Final
outcomes can be logged in HTML file.
This chapter described about the technology used for the project and




This chapter presents the test automation specification whose different levels
are shown in figure 3.1. The software were selected based on recent analysis
of automating windows GUI. This chapter presents a detailed description of
the software developed to automate the test flow.
3.1 JENKINS
Jenkins is a self-contained, open source automation server, which can be used
to automate all sorts of tasks. It can do building, testing, and deploying
software. Jenkins can be installed to any system with the Java Runtime
Environment (JRE) installed. Jenkins can control the test automation flow
from start to end in multijob format. The multijob plugin is the process to
run the job on flexible in demand. Jenkins is an open source automation
server with a series plugin ecosystem to support practically every tool as part
of delivery pipelines. It helps to automate the whole software development
process with common things like continuous integration and by empowering
teams to implement the technical aspects of continuous delivery. It is a
server-based system running in a servlet container such as apache tomcat.
It also adopt version tools like git, Perforce as an online platform as well as
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Figure 3.1: Specifications
arbitrary shell scripts and Windows batch commands. Each build can be
triggered by means of online through server commands and several offline
services. Builders can be triggered by various means for example by commit
in versions control system, by scheduling a cron-like mechanism and by
requesting a specific build URL.
Jenkins have plugins used to increase the functionality inside the server.
It is used for extending its use for the projects in which languages other
than java can be used. Many build tools are supported via their respective
plugins. It can also change the way Jenkins looks or add new functionality.
Plugins and Jenkins can display the reports and generate trends and render
them in GUI. It is a server application with continuous server and continu-
ous integration support. Its use-cases are building application from version
control system, running acceptance tests on test, developing and production
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Figure 3.2: Jenkins user interface [9].
environment. Jenkins security depends upon two factors: access control and
protection from external threats. Access control can be customized via two
ways, user authentication and authorization.
Figure 3.3: Companies using Jenkins [10].
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3.1.1 Continuous Integration with Jenkins
To update the process continuosly and verify the results obtained as a cyclic
process continuous integration plays an important role also for maintaining
balance for automating, continuous integration plays a vital role in which all
development work is integrated as early as possible. The resulting artifacts
are automatically created and tested. This process should identify errors as
very early in the process. Jenkins as an open source environment also sup-
port continuous integration to build automation and to execute a predefined
list of steps. It has specific trigger option which can be initiated internally
or externally or event based. For example, every 20 minutes or after a new
commit in a Git repository[11]. In this process the Jenkins trigger can be
build while updating software or hardware inside the perforce software li-
brary and Jenkins initialize it and start to build the multijob. The list of
steps can, for example, include:
• Perform a software build
• Run a shell script
• Archive the build result
• Afterwards start the integration tests
The multijob plugin in Jenkins is used to monitor the execution of the steps
and allows to stop the process if one of the steps fails. Jenkins also displays
the final result about the build process or failure. Additional plugins can
extend Jenkins, e.g., for building and testing Android applications or to
support the Git version control system.
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Figure 3.4: Continuous Integration with Jenkins[12].
3.2 PYTHON
This session explains what are the python wrappers used to make this win-
dows automation work. It starts with pywin auto as the interface with
python and windows with all libraries needed for accessing windows.
If a GUI some pop up a window to move to next step.For eg. in our case
when a GUI pop up to click the image comparison is passed or failed de-
pends on the data running on background.It needs to make a automation
to click and do the mouse control.
The mouse control can be done by two tools Swapy and AutoIt. Swapy is
used to locate where to click and AutoIt to make a click.Both can be ex-
ported as a python script from the software itself. Combination of all these
tools make the automation process more accurate.
Python is a programming language that gives a chance to work more rapidly
than other programming language. Experienced developers in some other
language can get Python rapidly, and beginners find the clean syntax and in-
dentation structure simple to learn[13]. For hybrid problems which involves
software and hardware python predict the risk and make the task easier as
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it is flexible for both hardware and software coding. Professionally, Python
is suitable for back end web advancement, information examination, data
analysis, artificial intelligence, and scientific computing. Many developers
have also used Python to build productivity tools, games, and desktop apps,
so there are plenty of resources to help IT developers to learn how to do those
as well. Being an abnormal state dialect, Python uses like English, which
takes a great deal of language structure learning worry off coding beginners.
Python handles a great deal of many-sided quality for IT developers, so it
is exceptionally beginner-friendly in that it enables amateurs to concentrate
on picking up programming ideas and not need to stress over an excess of
detailed elements. As a powerfully wrote dialect, Python is truly adaptable.
This implies there are no hard standards on the most proficient method to
construct highlights, and it has greater adaptability taking care of issues
utilizing distinctive strategies (however the Python logic energizes utilizing
the obvious approach to illuminate things). Moreover Python is also more
forgiving of errors, so regardless it has the capacity to assemble and run
program until the point when IT developers hit the risky part. Python is
widely used all over the world as it is easy to adopt and learn even for com-
plex problems. Figure 3.5 describes the usage of popular tools all over the
world.
3.2.1 Python in test automation
The project implements various automation like windows GUI, hardware,
signal processing networking. Python implements all these automation pro-
cess. Knowing different Python modules for altering spreadsheets, down-
loading documents, and launching projects is valuable, however once in a
while there simply are not any modules for the applications IT developers
should work with. Python contains various packages for individual tasks like
image and audio comparision, telnet call, GUI control which can be imple-
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Figure 3.5: Python Language [14].
mented in SWAPY, NUMPY, PIP, PYWINAUTO packages. A definitive
device for automating on PC are programs that straightforwardly control
the console and mouse. These projects can control different applications by
sending them virtual keystrokes and mouse clicks, just as if someone was
sitting at PC and connecting with the applications self. This strategy is
known as graphical UI automation, or GUI automation for short. With
GUI automation, projects can do anything that a human client sitting at
the PC can do, aside from spill coffee on the console. Think of GUI automa-
tion as programming an automated arm. We can program the automated
arm to sort at console and move mouse. This strategy is especially valuable
for assignments that include numerous careless clicking or rounding out of
forms. The pyautogui module has capacities for simulate mouse develop-
ments, catch clicks, and looking over the mouse wheel. Before bouncing in
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to a GUI mechanization, it is important to know how to escape issues that
may emerge. Python can move mouse and sort keystrokes at an incredible
speed. In fact, it may be too quick for different projects to stay aware of.
Additionally, if something turns out badly yet program continues moving
the mouse around, it will be difficult to tell what precisely the program is
doing or how to resolve from the issue. Like the enchanted brooms from
Disney’s The Sorcerer’s Apprentice, which kept filling—and then overfill-
ing—Mickey’s tub with water, program will gain out of power despite the
fact that it is following directions superbly. Ceasing the program can be
troublesome if the mouse is moving around without anyone else, keeping It
from tapping the idle window to close it. Luckily, there are a few approaches
to keep or recover from GUI computerization issues.
There are tremendous stuff Python can help in automating tasks like
1. Setting up environments for tests;
2. Preparing test data;
3. Analyzing data;
4. Extracting performance data.
The quantum manager was used in HDMI in order to compare the data
and analyze the results. There are numerous list of python test automation
frameworks, tools, libraries and software to help software engineers easily
bootstrap test automation on python, like JUNIT XML which can output
the xml file automatically, a unit test runner that can save test results to
XML files that can be consumed by a wide range of tools, such as build
systems, IDEs and continuous integration server.
3.2.2 PYWINAUTO
Pywinauto is a python application package used for GUI automation li-
brary written in Python and very much created for Windows GUI[15]. It is
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a python module to automate windows GUI applications. Python modules
like ’SendKeys’ and ’ctypes’ acts as an interface and pywinauto utilize these
tools to contruct GUI automation. At its most straightforward it enables it
to send mouse and console activities to discoursed and controls on the two
Windows and Linux, while more complex content construct activities are
used in Windows just up until now (Linux AT-SPI support is under devel-
opment). Upheld advances in the engine: Win32 API, MS UI Automation
(backend=”uia”). Client input copying modules mouse and console chip
away at the two Windows and Linux. In GUI computerization pywinauto
is utilized broadly as frequently it should simply guarantee that UI carries
on and is right as for the Source UI. This is a less demanding activity then
to test the first source UI. In any case, most computerization instruments
are based of directions or content of the controls and these can change in
the limited programming. It can automate the windows click inputs and
keyboard functions like robot in front of the system but not spilling the
coffee on the keyboard.The pywin-auto application renders to run windows
application consequently in python code.
3.2.3 SWAPY
Swapy is an another python application packaged combined wth pywinauto
for windows automation. It generates code used for native python code for
pywin module. It is also a pywinauto Inspector to describe the application on
windows also in dynamic process.The figure 3.6 explains the swapy window
and its code generating process.
3.2.4 AUTOIt
AutoIt v3 is a freeware BASIC-like scripting language designed for automat-
ing the Windows GUI and general scripting. It uses a combination of sim-
ulated keystrokes, mouse movement and window/control manipulation to
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Figure 3.6: Swapy [16].
automate tasks in a way not possible or reliable with other languages (e.g.
VBScript and SendKeys). AutoIt is also very small, self-contained and will
run on all versions of Windows out-of-the-box with no annoying “runtimes”
required. It manipulates windows and processes, also it simulates keystrokes
and mouse movements which can be used for getting mouse coordinates and
injecting that into the python file. AutoIt was initially designed for PC
“roll out” situations to reliably automate and configure thousands of PCs.
Over time it has become a powerful language that supports complex expres-
sions, user functions, loops, and everything else that veteran scripters would
expect.
• coords = (410,63)
• appWindow[u’SWTWindow022’].ClickInput(coords=self.coords)
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The above code explains the use of AutoIt to use directly in python for
finding mouse points and clicks. The Finder tool used to locate the mouse
and in the control tab the ControlClick Coords denotes the cursor click
location which is the input coords of the program.
Figure 3.7: AutoIt Gui [17].
3.2.5 PERFORCE
Perforce is a software company that specializes in software configuration
management, version control and collaboration products. In the project all
the necessary software and hardware files are stored in Perforce which can be
updated and released. The Jenkins trigger and grasp the file from perforce
to start the automation process. Perforce keep track of versions for software
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databases and more[18]. The Helix platform facilitates collaborative devel-
opment and protection of any type of intellectual property (IP). The Helix
platform includes:
• Helix Versioning Engine, which includes distributed version control
capabilities for files of any type or size.
• Helix GitSwarm, a complete ecosystem for Git-based development.
• Helix Swarm, a comprehensive review application.
This chapter described the various software tools used for the project, the
various platforms used, their necessity and their actual need to perform test
automation technology. The software tools and API are selected by carefully





This chapter presents how the projects flow at Synopsys and explains the
details of the project developed in the context of this thesis. The de-
tails of HAPS and IPK kit from Synopsys, the need of testing HDMI and
EDID function are explained in this chapter. The information presented
in this chapter should allow the preparation of a data sheet of the system
(datasheet).
4.1 Synopsys Design Ware HDMI Rx IP Proto-
typing Kit
The DesignWare IP Prototyping Kit in which the complete test platform is
initiated consists of validated IP configuration and necessary SoC integration
logic for a specific IP protocol, implemented on a Synopsys HAPS Devel-
oper express (HAPS-DX) FPGA-based prototyping system[19]. The HDMI
Rx IP Prototyping Kit is designed to be the primary mechanism within the
Consumer Electronics Audio/video industry for ensuring EDIDs do what
they are supposed to do by going through compliance testing. HDMI pub-
lishes on a general Specification and a Compliance Test Specification (CTS)
associated with the general specification for each release. There are several
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“Test IDs” associated with EDID verification in the HDMI CTS. Each is
designed to test a particular aspect of EDID compliance.
The HDMI Rx IP Prototyping Kit is designed to
• accelerate the integration of the IP with an SoC,
• optimize the IP configuration, and
• develop drivers and software applications.
The HDMI Rx IP Prototyping Kit consists of ready-to-use hardware
and software solutions, including design files and scripts required to re-
produce the project, for FPGA design and software reference initializa-
tion samples and application examples. The HDMI Rx IP Prototyping Kit
centers around a complete, out-of-the-box reference design that consists of
a validated HDMI Rx configuration, necessary SoC integration, and test
logic—implemented an HAPS Developer eXpress (HAPS-DX) FPGA pro-
totyping system. The kit also includes a Design Ware advantec processor-
based software development platform (running Linux), reference drivers, and
application examples.
HDMI Rx IP Prototyping Kit provides the following benefits:
• Hardware engineers can validate IP configurations and explore design
trade-offs for the target application. The kit accelerates the availability
of a prototype for software development through quick modification of
verified reference designs using IP configuration and prototyping tools.
• Software developers can speed up debugging and system integration
of firmware and device drivers using the provided sample drivers and
applications, a software development platform with debugging capa-
bilities, and hardware signal observability. Moreover, developers do
not need an in-depth understanding of the hardware when developing
applications or drivers.
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• SoC integration teams can reduce their integration risk by using a
proven controller and PHY with interoperability and reference design.
4.1.1 Earlier Software Validation
The IP Prototyping Kits accelerate software integration and validation of
Synopsys DesignWare IP by enabling real-time software development, val-
idation, code porting, software debug, and analysis. The IP Prototyping
Kits provide embedded software engineers with an ideal, ready-to-use solu-
tion for efficient coding. IP validation and system integration engineers can
use IP Prototyping Kits to confirm compatible operation of interfaces, IP,
and software. Users will have a choice of targets for their software develop-
ment, including a fast connection to Linux or Windows-based host PC, or
an embedded Linux-based ARC Software Development Platform.
4.1.2 Complete reference design
The FPGA reference design includes an instantiation of a DesignWare IP
controller and all necessary additional blocks for:
• Clock and reset management;
• Power management;
• Traffic/test pattern generator;
• PHY interface;
• AXI system bus interface;
• Deep-trace debug for most relevant interfaces;
• Registers and internal state machine bring-up;
• Analysis and debug;
• Rebuilding the subsystem with provided scripts and source code.
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4.1.3 HAPS-DX Prototyping System
The IP Prototyping Kits[20] take advantage of the Synopsys HAPS De-
veloper eXpress (HAPS-DX) system to provide best-in-class prototyping
hardware and automation software tools in a package that includes:
• Xilinx Virtex-7 690T FPGA device with up to 4 million ASIC gates
of capacity with Configurable Logic Blocks (CLBs), RAM, and DSP
resources;
• I/O interfaces compatible with both industry-standard FPGA Mezza-
nine Card (FMC) and HAPS HapsTrak 3 formats provide designers
with a wide selection of daughter boards;
• Compatible design flow and hardware interfaces with HAPS-70 Se-
ries systems expand prototype capacity and make full SoC validation
feasible;
• ProtoCompiler DX, which recognizes ASIC synthesis coding styles,
DesignWare IP, SDC, and UPF. In fast HDL compiler modes, it pro-
vides up to 4 times faster throughput than traditional FPGA synthesis
tools;
• RTL debug and high-capacity storage options provide up to 8 gigabytes
of storage and a simulatorlike RTL debug;
• Interface for design troubleshooting and protocol compliance checks;
• Integrated Universal Multi-Resource Bus (UMRBus) hardware inter-
face and C/ C++/Tcl APIs provide intimate control and visibility of
the prototype from a host workstation.
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4.2 EDID
The automation process on testing on Quantum Manager can be run by
using EDID module. It is a set of standardized test data to verify the au-
dio and video quality[21]. The EDID, which stands for Extended Display
Identification Data, contains vendor and product id, serial number, manu-
facture date, size of the display, resolution and frequencies supported, and
detailed signal timings for native resolutions. Plus, often when we speak
of EDID we are actually referring to E-EDID, or Enhanced Extended Dis-
play Identification Data. Today’s HDMI devices most often use E-EDID
and include information to also specify audio capabilities including codecs,
sampling rates, and channels.
4.2.1 Importance of EDID in HDMI
[22] When a video player or set top box is switched on and it has something
connected to the HDMI port the source will request information about the
display. The display will send reply with some manufacturer identifier like
company name, model etc and their detailed information. These details
declare or define the handling of screen resolution like 720p or 1800p and
audio signals which are dependent upon the information specified. These
capability information always set the video and audio signal up accordingly.
The manufacturer and capability information is know as the EDID.
The previous explanation will work fine for single display connection and a
complication occurs if HDMI networks are connected to multiple displays,
e.g., if a Video signal is sent to two locations using a HDMI splitter. The
complication happens if two lots of manufacturer and capability information
going back to the source are different. The question here is Which set of
information should the source use to set up its signal? You may well have
a 1080p capable screen in the main lounge but only a 720p capable screen
in the second location. If there is a capability problem like when a 1080p
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signal is send but the display will not be able to handle this, it will show a
messaging saying ”Out of Range” or something similar.
Another example may be when you want to send your HD signal to multiple
locations and one location is a surround sound zone with a 5.1 surround
sound amplifier and the other zones are TVs that can only handle 2 channel
stereo. If the source sets up the audio format based on the EDID from the
surround sound zone then the 2 channel TV displays will typically have a
picture but a nasty buzzing noise for the audio as they cannot handle the
digital 5.1 channel audio signal.
These two examples show how you easily get into trouble when trying to
build HDMI networks. It stress the point about building HDMI networks as
when operating point to point between source and screen you will probably
never hit any issues. It is only when you start to build HDMI networks
that some of these issues come to play. This is not a limitation of the
splitter or the HDMI protocol, this is an example of what happens when
you try to build a network. No matter what technology you use, when you
start building networks of devices the complexity always increases compared
to a simple point to point system. As specialists in our field we need to
understand how the protocols work so that we are aware of the behaviour
and can engineer the system accordingly.
So how do we do that? Now that we know what is going on it is simply a
matter of taking control of the EDID information that is being fed to the
source device so it configures itself in a manner that meets our requirements.
Clearly in the first example above it need the source to set the video output
at a resolution which is the lowest common denominator of the two screens,
i.e. 720p in our example and we will want 2 channel audio. If we can
ensure this happens then we will get video and audio on both our displays.
Sometime this can be achieved by making sure the screen with the lowest
capability is plugged into output port 1 of the splitter as some splitters
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use the EDID from the display plugged into output port 1 when the source
requests the EDID. Some splitters may have an ”Internal/External” switch
on them. When switched to ”Internal” the splitter will use a generic EDID
that has been designed by the manufacturer rather than actually going out to
the screen to get the screen EDID. This is typically a generic EDID that has
a capability information stating it can do everything. Other splitters may
have physical switches on them allowing you to set the EDID up manually
by selecting the right switch locations. More advanced HDMI networking
equipment have an HTML user interface where you can log into the device
and inspect the EDID coming back from the display and override it with
something different and even create your own EDIDs.
All the above techniques are valid and may well allow you to engineer your
HDMI solution successfully. However, only the last option above gives you
total control of the situation. An example of HDMI networking equipment
that has full EDID management built in and configured via an HTML user
interface is the lightware range of products. However, these products are
commercial grade equipment and may well be outside your project budget.
An alternative solution for EDID management that puts you in full control
and is a great deal more affordable is the use of an external hardware device
that is connected to the HDMI output of the source such as the DVD player
and has an HDMI output which carries on into the HDMI network. It is
therefore usually used as the first item in the HDMI chain after the source.
This device responds to the EDID request from the source and replies with
what ever you want it to provide in terms of manufacturer and capability
information. Therefore the EDID request never actually makes it beyond
this device and the screen is never actually interrogated. This puts you
back in control of the EDID and allows you to make sure the source sets
up the video and audio format in a manner that meets your requirements.
To program this magic box it is first put in learning mode and then you
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plug it into a screen of your choice which provides the EDID you want to
use. The device then stores this EDID in non-volatile memory. The device
is then located on the back of the source as described above and the source
will then always be given this EDID no matter what screen or screens(s)
are being used to display the source output. Alternatively there are some
factory preset EDIDs that can be selected by dip switches to alleviate the
need to learn the EDID from a real screen. An example of such a device is
the gefen HDMI Detective. The EDID can be differentiated for 3 types of
HDMI. It starts with HDMI 1.4, HDMI 2.0 and HDCP RX 2.2. In this tests
each HDMI versions have specific EDID format to display and run the test
in quantum manager.
This chapter details about the specific test platforms used in Synopys and
the necessity of using EDID for testing HDMI. The HDMI IPK kit from
Synopsys designed exclusively for prototyping or emulating the HDMI and




The test automation developed in cooperation with Synopsys are described
in detail in this chapter
5.1 JENKINS MULTIJOB
In this process the multijob plugin from Jenkins was used. When creating
new Jenkins jobs you have an option to create multiJob project. In the
build section, this job can define phases that contain one or more jobs. All
jobs that belong to one phase are executed in parallel. All jobs in phase 2
are executed only after the jobs in phase 1 are completed, and so on. In
total six multijob were created for this project, everything controlled by the
Master job which acts as a top module. The job created is shown in Figure
5.1)
These jobs were operated by 3 machines: one Master Machine, which
was the central server and two slave machines. The Master job controls
the slave machines to run job phases in parallel and also the flow of each
phase.The flow of each job which was running in parallel is described in
Figure 5.2)
The Advantech machine is connected through HAPS. All software pro-
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Figure 5.1: Jenkins multijob phases.
Figure 5.2: Jenkins multijob phases flow.
tocols and processes are running on this slave. The master control this
Advantech machine to update the software and run the compliance test. All
other processes start with the compliance test and until the report process is
running on Intel Machine. Figure 5.3 shows the slave assignment and their
workflow.
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Figure 5.3: Slaves Assignment.
The session follows the task perform from each jenkins multijob.These
jobs runs in parallel to make the flow expedite.
5.1.1 DWIPK-HDMIQP-RX-multijob
• To control the flow of jobs and to run all phase jobs in parallel.
• To synchronize and archive all file needed.
• To archive the artifacts and save in master.
5.1.2 DWIPK-HDMIQP-RX-multijob-p4sync
• For Perforce synchronization.
• To grasp the concern files from P4 and to save in a specific folder.
• To create a final report.
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• To communicate (mail) to the concern author the final result.
5.1.3 DWIPK-HDMIQP-RX-multijob-HW-intel
• To start the Advantech Machine through WLAN
• With Wake-on-LAN (WOL) one can wake up a computer over the
network.
• The prerequisite is that the computer has a network card with WOL
support and it is activated in the BIOS or in the operating system.
• To wake up the computer, a so-called Magic Packet is sent over the
network to its MAC address or as a broadcast message.
• The Magic Packet contains six times in succession the hexadecimal
value 0xFF and immediately thereafter 16 times the MAC address of
the system which is to be awakened.
5.1.4 DWIPK-HDMIQP-RX-multijob-ADVANTECH
• Copy the updated software from Perforce through Master Machine.
• Compile and run the updated software.
• This node can be modified or changed if the slave(Advantech) changes.
• To maintain continuous integration neverthless the slave machine can
be used from any location. It needs changes only on IP, user name
and password and hardware address.
• Whenever the softwares are updated in Perforce, this job grab the
updated software from Perforce to Master and from Master to Slave.
Finally it compile and run the updated software in slave machine.
Figure 5.4) describes this process.
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Figure 5.4: Continuous Integration.
5.1.5 DWIPK-HDMIQP-RX-multijob-haps
• This Job performs the following steps :
– Step 1 : Shutdown Advantech slave through telnet call in python
program
– Step 2 : To power up HAPS through Ethernet switch.
– Step 3 : Upload Bitfile into the HAPS and get board configura-
tion.
– Step 4 : Start the Advantech Machine through WLAN.
5.1.6 DWIPK-HDMIQP-RX-multijob-quantum
• This job controls the whole process of Testing in Quantum through
GUI in Intel NUC slave.
• The pywinauto in python controls and process the windows GUI au-
tomation.
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• Compliance test have been executed based upon order HDMI 1.4, 2.0
and HDCP 2.2. As the three tests are independent to each other
anyone can be called whenever needed.
• After all compliance tests, this job make a directory and store all
information, like HTML report and summary, in a folder and make a
ZIP file.
5.2 Running compliance test
The last job of Jenkins DWIPK-HDMIQP-RX-multijob-quantum runs the
compliance test. There are three crucial tasks to perform which are mainly
performed manually:
1. Quantum GUI control;
2. Audio comparison;
3. Image comparison.
5.2.1 Quantum GUI control
The Quantum Manager is controlled by the windows GUI which is installed
in the slave machine. The GUI can perform compliance test but in-order
to automate the keyboard and mouse control they have to be driven to the
GUI by pywinauto from python. The process is explained in Figure 5.5)
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Figure 5.5: Process flow diagram.
How Pywinauto works in windows automation? It uses two software :
• Swapy – To open a GUI and to control clicks.
• AutoIT – To find mouse coordinates of the window.
Figure 5.6) represent a sample code to open a folder in compliance test. It
uses Swapy and AutoIt to click the folder and open it.
Figure 5.6: E.g. Code to open a folder in compliance test.
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5.2.2 Audio Comparison
The HDMI signal contains video and audio data. The audio from the input
must be compared in order to check if the protocol performs perfectly. The
Fourier transform is used here to compare the input audio signal with the
reference audio. The fast Fourier transform (FFT) is an algorithm for con-
verting a time-domain signal into a frequency-domain representation of the
relative amplitude of different frequency regions in the signal. The FFT is
an implementation of the Fourier transform. The Fourier transform is one
of the most useful mathematical tools for many fields of science and engi-
neering. The Fourier transform displays the frequency components within a
time series of data. The result of the FFT contains the frequency data and
the complex transformed result. The FFT works perfectly when analyzing
exactly one tone(an audio tone as single tone is considered as single cycle).
The FFT takes a chunk of time called a frame (number of samples) and
considers that chunk to be a single period of a repeating waveform. Most
sounds are locally stationary, which means that the sound does look like a
regularly repeating function in a short period of time. The FFT is the one-
dimensional Fourier transform. If assuming a signal is saved as an array in
the variable X, then performing fft(X) will return the Fourier transform of
X as a vector of the same size as X. However, the values returned by fft(X)
are in the frequency domain.
The following steps describe in short how the audio analysis had done
using FFT:
• Step 1: Load audio files
• Step 2: Read in two audio files into the workspace.
• Step 3: Truncate both signals so that their durations are equivalent.
• Step 4: Perform FFT
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• Step 5: Compute normalized energy spectral density (ESD) from
DFT’s two signals
• Step 6: Compute mean-square-Value (MSV)
• Step 7:Compute MSV between normalized ESD’s of the two signals
• Step 8:Two perfectly identical signals will obviously have MSV of zero.
• Step 9: Display error message, if MSV value is not zero.
The flowchart in Figure 5.7) explains the process of audio comparison
using FFT.
Figure 5.7: Audio comparison using FFT.
5.2.3 Image Comparison
The video input during compliance test can be converted to image frame for
comparing the file. The reference images are stored by default and the input
images from HDMI protocol can be compared with these reference images to
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check the input data performance. These tasks can be performed by specific
software called Numpy. Numpy is the core library for scientific computing
in Python. It provides a high-performance multidimensional array object,
and tools for working with these arrays. Load both images as arrays and
calculate an element-wise (pixel-by-pixel) difference. Calculate the norm of
the difference. For the video sequence, where frames are likely to be almost
the same, you look for something unusual. These process still needs some
specific tasks like:
• background subtraction and segmentation (to detect foreground ob-
jects);
• sparse optical flow (to detect motion);
• comparing histograms or some other statistics instead of images.
The Python Imaging Library, or PIL for short, is one of the core libraries
for image manipulation in Python. For the image comparison the PIL image
can be converted into a Numpy array. These arrays can be compared. The
output is compared pixel by pixel and a normalized value can be obtained
from that result. The code in Figure 5.8) is an example of converting single
channel PIL image to a Numpy array and back.
Figure 5.8: Image conversion using PIL and numpy.




Conclusion and Future Work
This chapter explains the overview of the work developed during the in-
ternship, presenting what makes it better along with the future work to
correct/improve them. Synopsys, as one of the leading companies in the
silicon industry, is in constant improvement to present to its clients bet-
ter products and new solutions. The prototyping kits are an enhancement,
made on the IP production, that accelerate time to market and facilitate the
controllers production. These provide consistent examples on IP use cases
allowing the client to modify and adapt it to its systems and designs.During
the internship time at Synopsys, topics and subjects were studied in order
to successfully accomplish the proposed projects.
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Figure 6.1: Time taken for testing.
Figure 6.2: Manual vs Automatic testing.
The following results from the graph describe the advantages of using test
automation.The required number of manual work completely eliminated.The
development of the future analysis predict that the process involved in the
determination of risk factors that manual work can have in cognitive envi-
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ronment.This automation process saved more than 50 percent compliance
test time and also on top of that it achieved 100 percent result in High
Definition Video (4K) comparison and 95 percent in audio comparison.
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